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 .  .We consider integral equations of the form c x s f x q
 .  .  .  .H k x, y z y c y dy in operator form c s f q K c , where V is some subsetV z
n  .  .of R n G 1 . The functions k, z, and f are assumed known, with z g L V and`
f g Y, the space of bounded continuous functions on V. The function c g Y is to
be determined. The class of domains V and kernels k considered includes the case
n  .  .  n.V s R and k x, y s k x y y with k g L R , in which case, if z is the1
characteristic function of some set G, the integral equation is one of Wiener]Hopf
type. The main theorems, proved using arguments derived from collectively com-
 .pact operator theory, are conditions on a set W ; L V which ensure that if`
I y K is injective for all z g W then I y K is also surjective and, moreover, thez z
 .y1inverse operators I y K on Y are bounded uniformly in z. These generalz
theorems are used to recover classical results on Wiener]Hopf integral operators
Â .of H. Widom Inst. Hautes Etudes Sci. Publ. Math. 44, 1975, 191]240 and I. B.
 .Simonenko Math. USSR-Sb. 3, 1967, 279]293 , and generalisations of these
results, and are applied to analyse the Lippmann]Schwinger integral equation.
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider integral equations of the form
c x s f x q k x , y z y c y dy , x g V , 1 .  .  .  .  .  .H
V
n 2 .where V is an open subset of R n G 1 . The functions k: V ª C,
 .  .z g X [ L V , and f g Y [ BC V , the space of bounded continuous`
functions on V, are assumed known, and c g Y is to be determined. Let
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 .  .k y s k x, y . We assume throughout that k is measurable and thatx
 .  .k g L V for every x g V, so that the integral in 1 is well-defined. Wex 1
assume also that
 . <  . <A1 sup H k x, y dy - ` and, through most of the paper, thatx g V V
 .A2 for all x g V,
Xk x , y y k x , y dy ª 0 .  .H
V
X Xas x ª x with x g V.
 .  . w xAssumptions A1 and A2 ensure that K : X ª Y and is bounded 14 ,
where K is the integral operator defined by
Kc x s k x , y c y dy , x g V . 2 .  .  .  .H
V
 .In operator notation we abbreviate 1 as
c s f q K c s f q K zc , 3 .  .z
where K : Y ª Y is defined byz
K c s K zc , c g Y . 4 .  .z
In the case when V is unbounded we shall make, for most of the paper,
the additional assumption that V is the union of a bounded set v and
translates of v, and that the integral operator K commutes with these
translation operations. Precisely, the additional assumption is as follows
where, as usual, for a g Rn and G ; Rn, we denote by G q a the
translation of the set G by the vector a.
 .  4 nA3 There exists t s a , . . . , a ; R , with m F n, and a bounded1 m
set v ; V such that:
 .  N ..  .mi V s v j D v , where, for N s n , . . . , n gN g Z 1 m
Z m, we define v N . [ v q m a n ;js1 j j
 . M . N . mii v l v s B for M, N g Z , M / N;
 .  .  .iii k x q a, y q a s k x, y , x, y g V, a g t .
 .  .  .Note that i and ii imply that V q a s V, j s 1, . . . , m, so that iiij
makes sense. If V is bounded then, with the understanding that Z0 [ B,
 .  .A3 is trivially satisfied with v s V, t s B, and m s 0, and iii then
imposes no restriction on the kernel k.
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An important case is that in which V s Rn and
k x , y s k x y y , x , y g Rn , 5 .  .  .
 n.  .  .with k g L R . Then A1 ] A3 are satisfied with various choices of v,1
  . n 4for example, v s x s x , . . . , x g R : 0 F x - 1, j s 1, . . . , n and1 n j
 4t s e , . . . , e , with e the unit vector in the x direction. With z s x ,1 n j j G
n  .the characteristic function of some measurable subset G ; R , Eq. 1
becomes the equation of Wiener]Hopf type,
c x s f x q k x y y c y dy , x g Rn . 6 .  .  .  .  .H
G
We consider this case in some detail in Section 3.
 .Throughout, if A3 is satisfied, define S s B if t s B, otherwiset
define
m
mS [ a n : N s n , . . . , n g Z . 7 .  .t j j 1 m 5
js1
For a g S , define the translation operator T : X ª X byt a
T c x s c x y a , x g V . 8 .  .  .a
  ..  .Then and this is the point of assumption A3 , if A3 is satisfied it is easy
to see that
T K s KT , a g S , 9 .a a t
and that
; x g V , 'a g S such that x y a g v . 10 .t
 .Let B Y denote the Banach space of bounded linear operators on Y
and I the identity operator on Y. It is not difficult to show see Theorem
.  .  . <  . <2.11 below that if A1 ] A2 hold and ess.sup z x ª 0 as A ª `,< x < G A
then I y K is Fredholm of index zero on Y so thatz
y1I y K injective « I y K surjective, I y K g B Y . 11 .  .  .z z z
 .The main results of the paper are generalisations of 11 to cases where
z does not vanish at infinity and I y K is not necessarily Fredholm. Inz
 .such cases the result 11 does not hold in general for an individual z, but
we show that it may apply in the following more general form: if W ; X is
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appropriately chosen then
I y K injective ;z g W « I y K surjective ;z g W ,z z
y1sup I y K - `. .z
zgW
In particular, in Section 2 we establish the following general result:
 .  .THEOREM 2.8. Suppose that A1 ] A3 are satisfied and that W ; X is
weakU sequentially compact, T W s W for all a g t , and I y K is injecti¨ ea z
 .y1for all z g W. Then I y K exists as an operator on the range spacez
 .I y K Y for all z g W andz
y1sup I y K - `. 12 .  .z
zgW
 .  .If also, for e¨ery z g W, there exists a sequence z ; W such that zn n
con¨erges weakU to z and
;n , I y K injecti¨ e « I y K surjecti¨ e, 13 .z zn n
 .y1  .then also I y K is surjecti¨ e for each z g W so that I y K g B Y .z z
The proof of the first part of this result generalises the usual contraposi-
 .y1tive argument, for a compact operator K, that I y K is bounded if
I y K is injective, which is part of the Riesz theory. While the assumptions
 .  .  .  .  .A1 ] A3 do not ensure that K or K is compact, A1 ] A2 do ensurez
that K and K are locally compact. This, together with the translationz
 .  .invariance of V, K, and W, encapsulated in A3 , 9 and in the condition
T W s W, a g t , is sufficient to complete the proof.a
Various consequences of this result, and a generalisation of Theorem
2.8 presented as Theorem 2.7, are explored in Sections 2]4. For Q ; C let
Q  4L [ z g X : ess.range z ; Q . 14 .
We show in Section 2 that Theorem 2.8 can be applied with W s LQ,
provided Q is compact and convex, to obtain
 .  .THEOREM 2.14. If A1 ] A3 are satisfied, Q ; C is compact and con-
¨ex, and I y K is injecti¨ e for e¨ery z g LQ then I y K is surjecti¨ e forz z
e¨ery z g LQ and
y1sup I y K - `. .z
QzgL
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A noteworthy special case of this result is that in which Q contains only
a single point. Applying Theorem 2.14 in this case we obtain
 .  .COROLLARY 2.15. If A1 ] A3 are satisfied then the spectrum of K in
 .  4B Y is the union of 0 and the set of eigen¨alues of K.
Further results, on the invertibility of I y K in weighted spaces ofz
continuous functions, can be derived by combining the results of Section 2
w xwith those in 8 .
 .In Section 3 we consider the case, alluded to above, when 1 reduces to
 .the Wiener]Hopf integral Eq. 6 . Theorem 2.8 and its generalisation
prove sufficiently powerful to prove a version of a result previously
w x  w x.obtained by Widom 21 and see Kozak 15 . In particular, we show that if
1  .  .  n.G is a bounded open set of class C , k x, y s k x y y with k g L R ,1
 4  .y1and z [ x , for r ) 0, where rG [ rx: x g G , then I y K gr r G zr
 .B Y and is uniformly bounded for all sufficiently large r ) 0, provided
 . n1 y k j / 0, j g R , where k is the Fourier transform of k ,Ã Ã
k j [ exp ij ? x k x dx , j g Rn , .  .  .Ã H
nR
where j ? x is the usual Euclidean product of j and x. We also show a
generalisation of this result and, as a corollary, the result that, if G ; R2 is
 .a quadrant, then I y K is Fredholm of index zero provided 1 y k j /Ãx G
0, j g R2, i.e., provided the symbol of the operator I y K does notx G
vanish. This result was previously obtained, using his local principle, for
 . w xthe case Y s L V , 1 F p - `, by Simonenko 19 , and by differentp
w x w xmethods in Strang 20 and Douglas and Howe 11 , and is shown for the
w xcase p s ` in Bottcher et al. 3 .È
In Section 4 we apply Theorem 2.14 to analyse the Lippmann]Schwinger
w xintegral equation 10
u x s ui x y F x y y l2 y l2 y u y dy , x g Rn . 15 .  .  .  .  .  . .H l 00nR
 yi v t .This equation models time harmonic e time dependence, v ) 0
acoustic scattering of an incident wave ui by an inhomogeneous medium
 .  .of variable wave speed. In 15 , F x y y is the free-field fundamentall0 2 solution of the Helmholtz equation Du q l u s 0 with l a constant0 0
.satisfying R l ) 0, I l G 0 , given by0 0
nr2y1i l0 1. n< <F x s H l x , x g R , x / 0, .  .l n r2y1 00  /< <4 2p x
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where H 1. denotes the Hankel function of the first kind of ordern r2y1
nr2 y 1. The function l g X, satisfying R l ) 0, I l G 0, has the inter-
 .  .  .pretation that l x s vrc x is the wave number and c x the wave speed
at x g Rn.
 .  .We consider two cases, the first in which c x s c [ vrl and l x s0 0
 .l outside a bounded open set V. For this case the solvability of 15 is0
 w xwell-understood see Colton and Kress 10 for an account of the three-
.dimensional case . We utilise Theorem 2.14 to prove the stability result,
uniform in l, that, provided L is a compact subset of z g C: R z ) 0,
4 LI z G 0 , then, for all l g L ,
s isup u x F C V , L sup u x , 16 .  .  .  .
n xgVxgR
where us [ u y ui is the scattered wave. We anticipate that this result,
 .with the constant C V, L independent of l, will be of value in the
 .analysis of inverse scattering and optimisation problems for 15 .
For the case in which l y l is not compactly supported we obtain the0
most complete results for the case in which I l ) 0 and l g LL with0
 iu 4L s re : a F r F b , for some b ) a ) 0 and 0 - u - p . The solvability
 .  . nof 15 is considered in the weighted spaces Y h , defined, for h g R , by
n yx?h5 5Y h [ c g C R : c [ sup c x e - ` . 17 .  .  .  .h 5
nxgR
 .Rewriting 15 as an equation for the scattered field,
us x s F x y F x y y l2 y l2 y us y dy , x g Rn , 18 .  .  .  .  .  . .H l 00nR
where
F x s y F x y y l2 y l2 y ui y dy , x g Rn , 19 .  .  .  .  . .H l 00nR
n < <we show that, for every h g R with h - e [ min I z s a sin u . Eq.z g L
 .  .  .18 has at most one solution in Y h . Further, if F g Y h , then a
s  .solution u g Y h exists and satisfies
5 s 5 5 5u F C h , L F . 20 .  .h h
i . l0 x1We point out that if u x s e is a plane wave in the x direction and,1
 .for some a g R, l s l in the half-space x - a x , then F g Y h for0 1 2
2’  .h s ya I l ur 1 q a , where u is the unit vector u s a e q e r0 1 2
2’1 q a and e and e are unit vectors in the x and x directions.1 21 2
2 2< < < <’Clearly, h - e in this case provided that a I l y e - e . .0
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Further applications of the results of Section 2 to wave scattering
w xproblems are contained in 7, 9 .
The arguments used to prove our main results derive from those used in
w xcollectively compact operator theory 2 . These arguments were extended
to investigate the finite section method for integral equations on the half
w xline in Anselone and Sloan 5 , and were further extended, in Chandler-
w x  .Wilde 6 , to deal with integral equations of the form 1 on the finite
w x  .  .interval a, b and on the real line, with k x, y s k x y y in the real line
w xcase. Our results and methods are closest to those of 6 in which a proof
of Theorem 2.14 is given in the one-dimensional case when V s R and
 .  .  .k x, y s k x y y with k g L R .1
2. THE MAIN RESULTS
5 5 5 5For f g X we denote by f the essential supremum norm, f [
<  . <  .ess.sup f x . For a sequence c ; X and c g X we write c ª c ifx g V n n
5 5   ..Xc y c ª 0 as n ª `. Recalling that X can be identified with L V ,n 1wU
 .the dual space of L V , we write c ª c if c converges to c in the1 n n
weakU topology on X, i.e., if
c f ª cf , ;f g L V . .H Hn 1
V V
A useful characterisation of weakU convergence in X is
wU `5 5c ª c m sup c - ` and c f ª cf , ;f g C V , .H Hn n n 0
V Vn
21 .
` . `where C V is the set of compactly supported C functions defined on V.0
In the closed subspace Y ; X we shall also be interested in convergence
w x  .in the strict topology on Y of Buck 4 . For c ; Y, c g Y, we writens w xc ª c if c converges to c in this topology. Buck 4 shows thatn n
s
5 5c ª c m sup c - ` andn n
n 22 .
c x ª c x uniformly on every compact subset of V . .  .n
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It is easy to see that
wU Us w
f ª f , c ª c « f c ª fc 23 .n n n n
and that
s
5 5 5 5c ª c « c F sup c . 24 .n n
n
We will need the following continuity and compactness properties of the
integral operator K with respect to the above topologies.
wU Uw .LEMMA 2.1. If k satisfies A1 then f ª f « Kf ª Kf.n n
X  .Proof. Let K denote the transpose operator with kernel k y, x and
 . X  .  . w xnote that A1 ensures that K : L V ª L V and is bounded 14 . If1 1wU  .f ª f and c g L V then, reversing the order of integration usingn 1
Fubini's theorem,
Kf c s f K Xc ª f K Xc s Kf c , .  .  .  .H H H Hn n
V V V V
Uw
so that Kf ª Kf.n
 .  .LEMMA 2.2. If B ; X is bounded and k satisfies A1 and A2 then e¨ery
 .sequence f ; KB has a strictly con¨ergent subsequence.n
 .Proof. Using the Arzela]Ascoli theorem and 22 it is not difficult to
see that it is sufficient to show that KB is bounded and equicontinuous,
5 5  X.  .i.e., that sup Kc - ` and that, for all x g V, Kc x ª Kc x asc g B
X  w x.x ª x, uniformly in c for c g B cf. 5, 16 . But this follows easily from
 .  .A1 and A2 .
wU s .  .COROLLARY 2.3. If k satisfies A1 and A2 then f ª f « Kf ª Kf.n n
Proof. We note that
s
c ª c m every subsequence of c has a subsequence converging to c , .n n
25 .
wU s
so that our result will follow if we can show that f ª f « Kf ª Kf,n nm
 .  .for some subsequence f . But it follows from 21 and Lemma 2.2, that,nm s .for some subsequence f , Kf ª c g Y. From Lemma 2.1 we haven nm mUw
that Kf ª Kf so that c s Kf.nm
These preliminaries are sufficient to prove our first main result. In this
theorem we use the notation W=[ W = W = . . . to denote the set of1 2
 .sequences f such that f g W , f g W , . . . .n 1 1 2 2
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THEOREM 2.4. Suppose that W and W , n g N, are subsets of X and that:n
 .  .  .i Assumptions A1 ] A3 are satisfied;
 .ii For e¨ery n g N, T W s W , a g t ;a n n
 .  . =iii E¨ery sequence z g W [ W = W = . . . has a subsequencen 1 2wU .z such that z ª z g W;n nm m
 .iv I y K is injecti¨ e for e¨ery z g W.z
Then, for some N g N and all n G N and z g W , I y K is injecti¨ e so thatn z
 .y1  .I y K exists as an operator on the range space I y K Y. Moreo¨erz z
y1sup I y K - `. .z
zgW , nGNn
 .Proof. Suppose that the conclusions are false. Then there exists z gn
=  . 5 5W and f ; Y with f s 1 for each n such that f y K f ª 0. Byn n n z nn
 .  .10 , which follows from assumption A3 , we can choose a sequence
 .   ..a ; S S defined by 7 such thatn t t
1
sup c x G , .n 2xgv
 .where c [ T f . By 9 ,n a nn
T K f s KT z f s K z c s K c , .  .Äa z n a n n n n z nÄn n n n
where z [ T z g W , since T W s W for all a g S . ThusÄn a n n a n n tn
c y K z c ª 0. .Än n n
 .  .  .By Lemma 2.2 and iii , there exist subsequences z and c such thatÄn nm mwU s s .  .z ª z g W and K z c ª c g Y. Thus c ª c and, by 23 ,Ä Än n n nm m m mwU s .  .z c ª zc whence, by Corollary 2.3, K z c ª K zc s K c . ThusÄ Än n n n zm m m m
c s K c and, since I y K is injective, c s 0. But this is a contradictionz z
1 1<  . < <  . <since sup c x G « sup c x G .x g v n x g v2 2
 w x.The next two results cf. 5; 6, Theorem 4.4 will be used to establish
conditions, additional to those in Theorem 2.4, which will ensure that also
 .y1  .I y K is injective so that I y K g B Y for each z g W.z z
 .  .LEMMA 2.5. Suppose that conditions A1 and A2 are satisfied, that
wU s  .z ª z and f ª f, that I y K is injecti¨ e, and that c ; Y is boundedn n z n
 .and satisfies c s f q K c , for each n. Then f g I y K Y, so thatn n z n zn sy1 .c [ I y K f exists, and c ª c .z n
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 .Proof. Since z c is bounded, by Lemma 2.2, for some subsequencesn n s s .  .  .  .z , c , and f , K z c q f ª c g Y. Thus c ª c and, byn n n n n n nm m m m m m mwU s .  .  .23 and Corollary 2.3, z c ª zc and K z c ª K zc s K c .n n n n zm m m m
 .  .y1Thus c s K c q f, so that f g I y K Y and c s I y K f.z z z
 .By the same argument we can show that every subsequence of c has ans .subsequence converging strictly to c . Thus, by 25 , c ª c .n
 .  .THEOREM 2.6. Suppose that conditions A1 and A2 are satisfied, that
wU y1 .  .z ª z, that I y K is injecti¨ e, and that I y K g B Y for each n,n z zn
5 .y1 5  .y1  . 5 .y1 5with C [ sup I y K - `. Then I y K g B Y , I y Kn z z zn sy1 y1 .  .F C, and, for all f g Y, I y K f ª I y K f.z zn
 .y1Proof. Since I y K is injective, I y K exists as an operator onz z
 .I y K Y.z
 .  .y1Let f g Y and define the sequence c ; Y by c [ I y K f.n n zn
 .  .Then c is bounded and c s K z c q f, so that, by Lemma 2.5,n n n ns y1 .  .f g I y K Y and c ª I y K f. Thus I y K is surjective andz n z z
sy1 y1 .  .  .I y K f ª I y K f for each f g Y. From this it follows, by 24 ,z zn y15 . 5that I y K F C.z
The following result now follows straightforwardly from Theorems 2.4
and 2.6:
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied
wU= .and that, in addition, for e¨ery z g W, there exists z g W such that z ª zn n
and
;n , I y K injecti¨ e « I y K surjecti¨ e.z zn n
 .y1  .Then, for all z g W, I y K g B Y and, for all sufficiently large N,z
y1 y1sup I y K F sup I y K - `. .  .z z
zgW zgW , nGNn
Theorem 2.8 is the special case of Theorems 2.4 and 2.7 which arises if
we take W s W, for n g N.n
To apply the above results, conditions for the weakU sequential com-
 .pactness of W ; X will be useful. We point out first that, since L V is1
w xseparable, by the Banach]Alaoglu theorem 18 , every closed ball in X is
weakU sequentially compact, so that
W weakU sequentially compact m W bounded, weakU sequentially closed.
26 .
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 < < 4  A.  <Further, defining for A ) 0, V [ x g V: x - A and W [ c :VA A
4  .c g W , it follows from 21 that
W bounded, weakU sequentially closed
m W bounded in X , W  A. weakly sequentially closed .
in L V ;A ) 0. 27 .  .2 A
 .Further, if V ; L V is convex, then V is weakly sequentially closed iff2 A
w xit is closed 1 , so that, if W ; X is convex,
W weakU sequentially compact
m W bounded in X , W  A. closed in L V ;A ) 0. 28 .  .2 A
Conditions on k and z which ensure that I y K injective « I y Kz z
surjective are also required. These are supplied in Theorems 2.10 and 2.11
below. As a preliminary we first study the invertibility of I y K inz
subspaces of X consisting of functions periodic on V.
 .  l .  ly1 4Suppose that A3 is satisfied and, for l g N, let S [ 3 a: a g S ,t t
so that S  l . : S , with equality if l s 1, and define the closed subspacest t
 l .  l .  l .   l .4  l .  l .X , Y ; X, by X [ c g X : T c s c , a g S and Y [ Y l X .t t t a t t t
 l .  l .  .  .Clearly, if c g X and a g S , then c x q a s c x , x g V. If S s Bt t t
 .  l .the case if V is bounded then X s X.t
 . m < <  < < < <.  .For N s n , . . . , n g Z define N [ max n , . . . , n . If A3 is1 m 1 m
satisfied, let v [ v and define, for l s 2, 3, . . . ,1
v [ v N . .Dl
m ly1< <  .NgZ , N F 3 y1 r2
For N g Z m and l g N define
m
N . ly1v [ v q 3 a n ,l l j j
js1
 .  N .. M . N .mand note that, by A3 , V s v j D v and v l v s Bl N g Z l l l
for M, N g Z m, M / N. For l g N, define the periodic extension operator
P  l .: Y ª X  l . byt t
m
 l . ly1 N .P c x [ c x y 3 a n , x g v , 29 .  .t j j l /
js1
 . mfor N s n , . . . , n g Z .1 m
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 .  .  l .  l .LEMMA 2.9. If A1 ] A3 are satisfied then, for l g N, K : X ª Yt t
and is compact.
 l .  .  l .  l .Proof. Clearly, in view of the definition of X and 9 , K : X ª Y .t t t
 .  l .Further, this mapping is compact since, if c ; X is bounded, then, byn t
 .  .Lemma 2.2, Kc has a strictly convergent subsequence which, by 22 , isn
 l . .  .uniformly convergent on v . But, since Kc s P Kc , it follows thatl n t n
this subsequence is uniformly convergent on the whole of V.
 .  .  .THEOREM 2.10. If k satisfies A1 ] A3 and z x s l g C for almost all
x g V then
y1I y K injecti¨ e « I y K surjecti¨ e, I y K g B Y . .  .z z z
Proof. We have that, for l g N,
I y K injective on Y « I y K injective on Y  l .z z t
« I y K surjective on Y  l . ,z t
 l . since K is compact on Y , by Lemma 2.9. Thus, if I y K is injective onz t z
.  l .  .Y , then Y ; I y K Y for every l g N.t z
 4Let W s z . If I y K is injective then W satisfies the conditions of thez
 .y1first part of Theorem 2.8, so that I y K exists as an operator on thez
 .  .y1range space I y K Y and I y K is bounded.z z
n. So suppose that I y K is injective, let f g Y, note that K P f g Iz z t
. y K Y by the above and Lemma 2.9, and define c [ f q I yz n
.y1 n.  .K K P f, for n g N. Then c is bounded and c s K c q f ,z z t n n z n nsn. .where f [ f q K P f y f ª f, by Corollary 2.3. It follows fromn z t
 .  .y1Lemma 2.5 that f g I y K Y. Thus I y K is surjective and I y Kz z z
 .g B Y .
 .  .THEOREM 2.11. If k satisfies A1 and A2 , z , z g X, and1 2
<  .  . <ess.sup z x y z x ª 0 as A ª `, then< x < G A 1 2
I y K Fredholm m I y K Fredholmz z1 2
and, if I y K and I y K are both Fredholm, then their indices are thez z1 2
same.
Proof. Let z [ z y z . We point out first thatÄ 1 2
s
f ª f « zf ª zf « K f ª K f ,Ä Än n z n zÄ Ä
so that, by Corollary 2.3,
wU
f ª f « K K f ª K K f .n z z n z zÄ Ä1 1
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But, since every closed ball in X is weakU sequentially compact, this result
implies that K K is a compact operator on Y. Clearly, by the samez zÄ 1
argument, K 2 is also compact, so that I q K is Fredholm, having I y Kz z zÄ Ä Ä
as a left and right regulariser. Since
I q K I y K s I y K y K K , 30 . .  .z z z z zÄ Ä1 2 1
w xit follows from standard properties of Fredholm operators 17 that I y K z1
Fredholm « I y K y K K Fredholm « I y K Fredholm. The samez z z zÄ2 1 2
argument establishes the reverse implication.
 .Since I q tK is Fredholm for 0 F t F 1 it has the same index zerozÄ
 .throughout this range. It follows from 30 that if I y K and I y K arez z1 2
 .  .  .both Fredholm, then ind I y K s ind I y K y K K s ind I y K .z z z z zÄ1 2 1 2
 .  .COROLLARY 2.12. If k satisfies A1 ] A3 and, for some l g C,
<  . <ess.sup z x y l ª 0 as A ª `, then< x < G A
y1I y lK , I y K injecti¨ e « I y K surjecti¨ e, I y K g B Y . .  .z z z
 .y1  .Proof. By Theorem 2.10, I y lK g B Y , so that I y lK is Fred-
holm of index zero. It follows from Theorem 2.11 that I y K is Fredholmz
of index zero and the result follows.
We are now almost in a position to prove Theorem 2.14, announced in
 Q  ..Section 1. We need one further lemma note that L is defined in 14 .
LEMMA 2.13. LQ is weakU sequentially compact iff Q is compact and
con¨ex.
Q U  .Proof. If L is weak sequentially compact it is clear, from 26 , that
Q must be closed and bounded. Q must also be convex, for if q , q g Q1 2
 .  .  .and, for some t g 0, 1 , q [ 1 y t q q tq f Q, then, defining f g L R1 2 `
by
q , 0 F s - 1 y t ,1f s s .  q , 1 y t F s - 1,2
 .  . Qand by f 1 q s s f s , s g R, and defining z g L , for m g N, bym wU Q .  .  .z x s f mx , x s x , . . . , x g V, it follows that z ª q f L asm 1 1 n m
m ª `, so that LQ is not weakU sequentially compact.
Conversely, if Q is compact and convex then, clearly, W s LQ is convex
 .  A.  .and is bounded in X . Further, defining W and V as after Eq. 26 , itA
 A.  .is an elementary exercise to show that W is closed in L V , for all2 A
UQ  .A ) 0, and it follows that L is weak sequentially compact from 28 .
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.14:
Proof of Theorem 2.14. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2.14
are satisfied. Then, using Lemma 2.13, it is easy to see that all the
conditions of the first part of Theorem 2.8 are satisfied by W s LQ.
Further, given z g LQ, we can choose any q g Q and define a sequence
 . Qz ; L byn
< <z x , x F n , .
z x s .n  < <q , x ) n.
wU  .  .Then z ª z and, by Corollary 2.12, z satisfies condition 13 . Thusn n
Theorem 2.8 applies and we obtain Theorem 2.14.
Proof of Corollary 2.15. We first show that the spectrum of K contains
 . 5 50. Let f ; Y be any sequence such that f s 1 for each n and, forn nwU .  .every sequence a ; S , T f ª 0; one choice is f x sn t a n nn
 < < 2 .  .  .exp y x cos nx . Then, by Corollary 2.3 and 9 , it follows that, for1 s .  .every a ; S , T Kf ª 0, from which and 10 it follows that Kf ª 0.n t a n nn
Thus the spectrum of K contains 0. The corollary now follows immediately
from Theorem 2.10.
3. WIENER]HOPF EQUATIONS
We study in this section the Wiener]Hopf integral equation of the form
 . n  .6 in which G is some measurable subset of R n G 2 , the functions
 n.  n.k g L R and f g Y s BC R are known, and c g Y is to be deter-1
mined.
n  .  n < < 4For x g R and r ) 0 let B x s y g R : x y y - r . For r ) 0,r
n < <  .0 - a F p , and x, d g R with d s 1, denote by C x, d, a , r the finite
circular cone of interior angle a ,
n < <C x , d , a , r [ B x l y g R : y y x ? d ) y y x cos ar2 . 4 .  .  .  .r
For r ) 2rp , define U byr
n n < <U [ V ; R : V is open and ; x g ­ V 'd g R with d s 1 such thatr
nC x , d , a , r ; V , C x , yd, a , r ; R _ V , with a s p y 2rr . .  . 4
n  4For G ; R and r ) 0, let rG s rx: x g G . Then the following lemma
implies that U is not empty.r
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LEMMA 3.1. Let G ; Rn be a bounded open set of class C1. Then, for
any r ) 2rp , sG g U for all sufficiently large s.r
Proof. Since G is a bounded open set of class C1, there are open sets
 . n J 1V j s 1, . . . , J in R with ­ G ; D V , and corresponding C diffeo-j js1 j
 . nmorphisms f j s 1, . . . , J of V onto an open ball of R such thatj j
 .f V l G is the part of this ball to one side of a hyperplane through itsj j
centre, for j s 1, . . . , J. Without loss of generality, we can assume that fj
n  .maps V to an open neighborhood of the origin in R such that f V l Gj j j
 . iconsists of those points of f V whose ith coordinate f is positive. Forj j j
i .x g V l ­ G, y g V l G we have, since f x s 0,j j j
i i < <f y s y y x ? =f x q o y y x .  .  .  .j j
as y ª x, and this holds uniformly in x on compact subsets of V l ­ G. Itj
follows that, given e ) 0, there is, for j s 1, . . . , J, an R ) 0 and aj
compact subset S ; V l ­ G such that, for all x g S ,j j j
< <G l B x ; y : y y x ? n x ) ye y y x , 31 4 .  .  .  .R j
< <B x l y : y y x ? n x ) e y y x ; G, 32 4 .  .  .  .R j
 . i . < i . <where n x s =f x r =f x denotes the inner unit normal at x g ­ G.j j
Further, we can choose the compact subsets S so that ­ G ; D J S . Byj js1 j
 .taking e s cos ar2 and letting R be the smallest of R , . . . , R , it is seen1 J
 .  .from 31 and 32 that, for all s ) 0 and x g ­ G,
< <sG l B sx ; y : y y sx ? n x ) ye y y sx , 33 4 .  .  .  .sR
< <B sx l y : y y sx ? n x ) e y y sx ; sG. 34 4 .  .  .  .sR
 .  .Therefore, for x g ­ sG with s G rrR it follows, on taking d s n xrs ,
n .  .  .  .that C x, d, a , r ; sG by 34 and C x, yd, a , r ; R _ sG by 33 . This
implies that sG ; U for all s G rrR.r
The following, an application of Theorem 2.4, is our first main result on
 .the solvability of the Wiener]Hopf integral equation 6 . Recall that xG
denotes the characteristic function of the set G.
n  .  .  n.THEOREM 3.2. If V s R , k x, y s k x y y , with k g L R , and1
 . n1 y k j / 0, j g R , then, for some r ) 2rp and all G ; U , I y K isÃ r x G
 .y1injecti¨ e so that I y K exists as an operator on the range spacexG
 .I y K Y. Moreo¨erxG
y1
sup I y K - `. 35 . .xG
GgUr
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 .y1Further, if G ; U is bounded then I y K is surjecti¨ e so that I y Kr x xG G
 .g B Y .
Proof. As stated in the Introduction, with this choice of V and k,
 .  .   . nassumptions A1 ] A3 are satisfied with v s x s x , . . . , x g R : 0 F1 n
4  4  .x - 1, j s 1, . . . , n and t s e , . . . , e , so that condition i of Theoremj 1 n
2.4 is satisfied.
 4 Let W s 1, 0, x : G is a half-space and, for n g N, let W s x :G n G
4  .G g U . Then it is easy to see that condition ii of Theorem 2.4 isn
 . n  .satisfied and, since 1 y k j / 0, j g R , condition iv is also satisfied:Ã
w x  .see 14, 13 . It remains to show that condition iii of Theorem 2.4 is
satisfied.
 . =Let z g W . Then, for each n, z s x with G g U . There aren n G n nn
two cases to be distinguished.
 .Case 1. For all A ) 0, B 0 l ­ G s B for all sufficiently large n.A nwU
In this case, it is easy to see that z ª 0 or 1 as n ª `.n
 .Case 2. There exists a bounded sequence x such that x g ­ Gn n nj j j
for each j.
 .In this case, there is a subsequence of x , which is simply denoted byn j
itself, such that x ª x as j ª ` for some x g Rn. Let d g Rn be suchn nj j
that
< <d s 1, C x , d , a , n ; G , .n n n j j nj j j j
36 .
nC x , yd , a , n ; R _ G , .n n j j nj j j
 .with a s p y 2rn . Then there is a subsequence of d , denoted simplyj j n jn < <by itself, such that d ª d as j ª ` for some d g R with d s 1. Forn jn  .  .  < . 4x, d g R , let H x, d denote the halfplane H x, d s y y y x ? d ) 0
 .and let m G denote the measure of a measurable set G. Then it is easy to
see that, for all A ) 0,
m H x , d _ G l B 0 .  . . /n Aj
F m H x , d _ C x , d , a , n l B 0 ª 0, .  . . /n n j j A /j j
m G _ H x , d l B 0 .  . . /n Aj
F m H x , yd _ C x , yd , a , n l B 0 ª 0 .  . . /n n j j A /j j
wU  .as j ª `. Therefore z ª x as j ª ` so that iii is verified andn H  x, d.j
Theorem 2.4 can be applied to obtain the results of the theorem up to
 .Eq. 35 . The last statement of the theorem follows from Corollary 2.12.
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w xThe following corollary, originally established by Widom 21 , follows
immediately from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2:
COROLLARY 3.3. If the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied and G is a
1 bounded open set of class C then, for some r ) 0 and all r G r , I y0 0
.y1  . 5 .y1 5K g B Y , where z [ x , and sup I y K - `.z r r G r G r zr 0 r
Now we consider the case when G is a quadrant. In this case, we prove,
by using Theorem 3.2, the known result that I y K is Fredholm of indexxG
 . 2zero provided 1 y k j / 0, j g R . To this end, we establish first theÃ
following result.
LEMMA 3.4. Let G ; R2 be a quadrant. Then, for any t ) 0, there exists
 .a sequence of bounded open sets G ; U such that G ; G ; G andn t ny1 n
 .  ` .G _ G ; G _ B 0 for n s 2, 3, . . . and the set G _ D G isn ny1 ny1 ns1 n
bounded.
Proof. For r ) 2 r ) 0 it is easy to see that there exists a bounded2 1
open set Q ; G of class C1 which coincides with G in the annulus
 .  .B 0 _ B 0 . By Lemma 3.1 we obtain that for any t ) 0 there is ar r2 1
number T ) 0 such that TQ g U . Then, letting G s TQ and settingt 1
 .G s G j 2G for n s 2, 3, . . . , it is easy to see that the sequencen ny1 ny1
 .G has the desired properties.n
With the help of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.2 the following result can
be easily proved.
2  .  .THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that V s R , k x, y s k x y y , with k g
 n. 2  . 2L R , and let G ; R be a quadrant. If 1 y k j / 0 for all j g R ,Ã1
then I y K is Fredholm of index zero on Y.xG
 .y1Proof. Choose t sufficiently large so that, by Theorem 3.2, I y KxS
exists and is uniformly bounded in S for S g U . Now choose a sequencet
 . `of domains G ; U as indicated in Lemma 3.4 and let G s D Gn t ` ns1 n
and z s x , z s x . Then, for n s 1, 2, . . . , the bounded set G g U ,n G ` G n tn `
 .y1  .so that I y K g B Y exists and is uniformly bounded in n, andzn
wU
G g U so that I y K is injective. Obviously z ª z as n ª ` so that,` t z n ``
 .y1  .by Theorem 2.6, I y K g B Y . Thus I y K is Fredholm of indexz z` `
zero. As the difference between G and G is bounded, I y K is` x G
Fredholm of index zero by Theorem 2.11.
w x  .Simonenko 19 , in the function space setting Y s L V , 1 F p - `,p
has shown the same result that I y K is Fredholm of index zeroxG
 . nprovided 1 y k j / 0, j g R , for the more general case when G is aÃ
smooth cone in Rn; that is, rG s G for r ) 0 and the boundary of G is a
1  w xC surface except at the origin. See Bottcher et al. 3 for the same resultÈ
.in the case p s `. Our arguments apply to more general cones G of this
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type if a similar result to Lemma 3.4 holds; specifically if, for some
r ) 2 r ) 0, there exists a bounded open set Q ; G of class C1 which2 1
 .  .coincides with G in the annulus B 0 _ B 0 .r r2 1
4. THE LIPPMANN]SCHWINGER EQUATION
As indicated in Section 1 we consider now the Lippmann]Schwinger
 .integral equation 15 , with l g X, considering first the case in which
 . l x s l outside a bounded open set V for some l g D [ w: Rw ) 0,0 0
4 L   ..Iw G 0 . We suppose that l g L defined by 14 , with L a compact
subset of D. In this case of l2 y l2 having compact support it is well0
i w x. <known see, for example, 10, Theorem 8.7 that, provided f [ u gV
 .  . <  .BC V , Eq. 15 has exactly one solution c [ u g BC V , and cV
depends continuously on f.
Defining additionally
2 2k x , y s F x y y , z y s l y l y , x , y g V , 37 .  .  .  .  .l 00
 .the Lippmann]Schwinger equation can be written as Eq. 1 . As F gl0l oc n.  .  .  .L R , A1 and A2 are satisfied by k and, as V is bounded, A3 is1
 2 2 4trivially satisfied. Let Q denote the convex hull of l y w : w g L , so0
 2 2 4that Q s l y w : w g L for some compact subset L of D. Then Q0 H H
 .  .is compact and convex and, defining K by 2 and 4 , I y K is injectivez z
Q   . L H .for every z g L since 15 is uniquely solvable for l g L so that the
conditions of Theorem 2.14 are satisfied and Theorem 2.14 can be applied
 .to obtain the stability bound 16 .
We consider now the case when l is not compactly supported and have
in mind the particular case when the incident field is a plane wave
travelling in the x direction so that1
ui x s eil0 x1 , x g Rn . 38 .  .
n  n.In this case we redefine V s R and, since F f L R unless I l ) 0,l 1 00
we restrict attention to the case when R l ) 0, I l ) 0. Since, with0 0
i .I l ) 0, u x increases exponentially in the negative x direction, we0 1
 .consider the solvability of 15 in spaces of bounded continuous functions
n  .with exponential weights. For h g R we define the weighted space Y h
 . i  .by 17 and note that, with this definition, u g Y yI l e , where e is0 1 1
 .the unit vector in the x direction. Rewriting 15 as an equation for the1
 .  .scattered field, namely 18 , with F given by 19 , and realising that F will
not be bounded in general if ui is unbounded and l2 y l2 is not0
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compactly supported, we introduce new weighted functions to which we
n < <will apply the theory of Section 2. Precisely, fixing h g R with h - I l ,0
define f, c , and k by
f x s F x eyx ?h , c x s us x eyx ?h , x g Rn , .  .  .  .
k x , y s F x y y e xyy .?h , x , y g Rn , x / y , 39 .  .  .l0
 .  .  .  .and z g X by 37 . Then Eq. 18 can be written as 1 . Since F x sl0
 yI l0 < x <. < <  . x?h  n.O e as x ª ` and h - I l , the function F x e g L R0 l 10
 .  .  .and, as discussed after Eq. 8 , assumptions A1 ] A3 are satisfied by k
 .  .and V. Since, with f, k, and c thus defined, 18 has a solution in Y h iff
 .1 has a solution in Y, we obtain, applying Theorem 2.14, the following
solvability result.
 iuTHEOREM 4.1. Suppose that H is some compact con¨ex subset of re :
4 nr ) 0, 0 - u - 2p and that, for some h g R , the homogeneous ¨ersion of
 .  . 2 H 2 H18 has only the tri¨ ial solution in Y h for all l g L . Then, if l g L
 .  . s  .and F g Y h , Eq. 18 has exactly one solution u g Y h and
5 s 5 5 5u F C h , H F . .h h
To utilise this theorem we prove the following uniqueness result.
THEOREM 4.2. If for some b ) a ) 0, 0 - u - p , l g LL with L s
 iu 4 < <re : a F r F b and h - min I z s a sin u , then the homogeneousz g L
 .  .¨ersion of 18 has only the tri¨ ial solution in Y h .
< <Proof. Choose e in the range h - e - a sin u and define C g Y by
2 n’ .  < < .C x s exp y2e 1 q x , x g R .
 .Suppose that f g Y h and define the volume potential ¨ by
¨ x s F x y y f y dy , x g Rn . 40 .  .  .  .H l0nR
Then
eyx ?h¨ x s k x , y eyy ?h f y dy , x g Rn , .  .  .H
nR
 . 5 5 5 5 5 5with k as defined above, so that ¨ g Y h and ¨ F K f , where Kh h
 .is the integral operator defined by 2 . Further, it is not difficult to see,
 w x.using standard mapping properties e.g., 10, Theorem 8.2 that ¨ g
2  n. 1 n.H R l C R and, in a distributional sense,l oc
D¨ q l2 ¨ s yf .0
w x  .Further, from local regularity results 12 , it follows that =¨ g Y h .
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 .  .It follows that if u g Y h satisfies the homogeneous version of 18
then Du q l2 u s 0 in Rn and that, integrating by parts,
yi u 20 s e Du q l u uC dx .H
nR
2 2yiu yiu< < < < < <s l l u y e =u C dx y e u=u.=C dx. .H H
n nR R
< < < <Taking the imaginary part of this equation, noting that =C F 2e C and
using the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality, we obtain that
2e2 22 2 yiu< < < < < <p q q sin u F I l l u y e =u C dx F pq, .  .H
n aR
where
2 2 < < 2 2 < < 2p s a u C dx , q s =u C dx.H H
n nR R
Since e - a sin u it follows that p s q s 0 and u ' 0.
Combining Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 4.3. If for some b ) a ) 0, 0 - u - p , l g LL with L s
 iu 4  . < <re : a F r F b , and F g Y h with h - min I z s a sin u , then Eq.z g L
 . s  .18 has exactly one solution u g Y h and
5 s 5 5 5u F C h , L F . .h h
We conjecture that Theorem 4.2 holds with L an arbitrary compact
subset of the upper half-plane, but have been unable to modify the proof
to deal with this case.
The condition on F in Corollary 4.3 holds in many cases. In particular, if
i  .u is the plane wave 38 and l s l in the half-plane x - a x , for some0 1 2
 .a g R, then F is a volume potential of the form 40 with density
2’ .f g Y h , with h s ya I l ur 1 q a , where u is the unit vector u s0
2’ .a e q e r 1 q a . It follows from the mapping properties in the proof1 2
 . < <of Theorem 4.2 that also F g Y h , and h - e [ min I z ifz g L
2 2< <’a I l y e - e , in particular if e s I l . .0 0
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